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Unified Endpoint Management
Your organization’s employees carry more than one device, but using more than one
system to manage them is no way to scale your IT resources. With LANDESK you gain
the total picture of all the devices your users carry in a single management experience.
With everything visible in one unified system you can ensure comprehensive, consistent
compliance while granting users the access they need from their preferred device.

Manage Users, Not Just Their Devices
Unified endpoint management must manage comprehensively the various operating systems being
carried into your corporate environment. Put an end to the complexities of a separate enterprise mobility
management system. Simplify and secure enterprise mobility alongside your users’ other endpoints. Apply
policies and actions, or provide assets or services to the user. Let the intelligence of the system determine
which devices get what. No one else can do this like LANDESK, because they don’t offer the underlying
management integration of all the systems users carry—Windows, Macs, Linux, Unix, iOS, and Android.

Ensure Consistent User Access
When you can see all the endpoints a user carries, you can ensure their access privileges are consistent—
regardless of the device they’re using at the moment. Your users can get work done more easily anytime,
on any device, and your IT administrators can configure everything in a single console.

Integration, Not Just Compatibility
Many IT software solutions vendors claim to “work with” or be “compatible with” other systems to provide
endpoint management, only to point fingers when something goes wrong. LANDESK® Management Suite
provides truly integrated Unified Endpoint Management. No need to worry about multiple vendors’
systems or compatibility issues.

Common User Experiences across Devices
Your users not only expect access to content to be consistent across their devices, they want a common
user experience. With LANDESK® Workspaces that are designed for different roles, users experience
content in a modern, consistent format across their devices. User familiarity engenders satisfaction, and
reduces the number of inbound support calls caused by inconsistent, unintuitive user experiences. Plus,
you make it easy for new employees to gain needed access to the devices they will carry so they can be
productive their very first day.
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Resolve Users’ Support Issues Universally
Elevate the level of service your IT administrators provide. When a user needs support—whether it’s rolebased access or troubleshooting—you can ensure the resolution covers all the devices they carry. You’ll
reduce the number of calls and heighten the value users realize from increased service quality.

Click here for more information on Unified Endpoint Management
Visit our website: http://www.LANDESK.com
Speak with a representative: 1.800.982.2130
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